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Abstract

There is growing evidence that alternative earthquake mechanisms other than
shear failure are possible. The most prominent cases of anomalous focal
mechanisms are reported from mine seismicity studies. The moment tensor
approach is in this respect the most general orie , since moment tensors
describe completely the equivalent forces of a seismic point source. A moment
tensor can be decomposed into an isotropic part, a compensated linear vector
dipole and a double couple. Such a decomposition seems to be the most
interesting one for source studies of seismic events induced by mining. The
isotropic component of the source mechanism corresponds to a volumetric
change, the compensated linear vector dipole corresponds to a uniaxial
compression, and the double couple, of course, corresponds to a shear failure.

Ther-e are various methods af inversion for moment tensor components. The

inversion can be done in the time domaín ar in the frequency domain, and
different data can be used. The main difficulty in the inversion is a proper
calculation of Green's functions for geologieally complex media. Moment tensor
inversions on a global scale have been routinely performed for several years,
but the application of this technique to loeal events is a relatively reeent
innovation. A few works only have been published that are related to the use
of moment tensor inversion in studies af seismic events induced by mining.
This approach is mostly used in Sauth Africa and Poland, and to a 1imited
extend in Japan and Canada.
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1. Introduction

Reeent resul ts f'r-orn. earthquake focal mechaní srn studies indicate gr-cwí ng
evidence t ha.t alternative meehanisms ot her- than shear failure are possible.
The most prominent eases of vrhat, appear to be anomalous f'ocaI mechan ísms are
reported from mine seismicity studies. The results from studies rnostly based
on first-motion polarity and radiation patterns were reviewed by Gí bowí cz
(1990). Here the results from moment tensor inversion are eonsldered in some
detail.

Moment tensors describe cornplet e ly , in a first order approximation, the
equivalent forces of general seismie point sourees, the double-couple source
being just one of them. In many applications a roint source approximation may
be quite satisfaetory, provided that the souree dimensions are small in
eomparison to the observed wave lenght.s of seismie waves . The concentrated
foree eouples and the eorresponding formal introduct ion of the moment t ensor
and its decomposi tion into various eomponents are diseussed at the beginning
of t h í s review. Then various methods of inversion for the moment tensor
elements are briefly considered. Although moment tensor inversions on a
teleseismic scale have been routinely performed for several years, the
applieation of this technique to local seismic events is a relatively recent
innovation. The results of the applieation of moment tensor inversion
technique to study loeal seismiei ty in general and seismici ty induced by
mining in partieular are described at the end of this pr-e sentat í on.

2. Concentrated Foree Couples and Moment Tensor

It í s well known that t he displacement field u. (x,tj generated by a s í ng le
1 .

body force is equal to the convolution of this point force F(t) by the Green's
function G ..

1)

u. (x , t)
1

(1)

Y/here the asterisk i5 a commonly used abbreviation for the convolution and the
Green's funetion is simply the medium response to the delta funetion. Ir the
body force is concentrated but its orientation is arbitrary f(x, t)
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F(t)o(x-~), where F(t)=(F1,F2,F3), then the total displacement is equal to the
sum of the displacements generated by the f'orcesF1, F2' and F3 directed along
the xl' x2' and x3 directions (e.g. Pujol and Herrmarm, 1990)

U.
1

F .""C ..
J 1)

(2)

AIthough the single force is one of the simplest models of a seismic
source, the supposed external application of a force is unlikely to occur in
natural earthquakes. It is more probable that the force action is of
self-balancing type, such as a pair of opposite forces act ing simultaneously
on two adjacent parts of the medium with the resultant force equal to zero.

Let us consider a pair of forces of equal magnitude acting along the
positive and negative x3 directions at a small distance E apart in the x2
direction. The two forces are (O,O,F3) acting at point (~+Ee2/2) and (O,O,-F3)

acting at (s-Ee2/2), where e2 is a unit vector in the x2 direction. The total
displacernent u. caused by the twa forces is the sum af the displacements

1

caused by each force (e.g., Pujol and Herrmann, 1990)

U.
1.

(3)

Taking the limit of ui as F3 tends to infinity and E tends to zero, in such a
way that the product EF3 remains finite, the follawing relation is obtained

U.
1 N *32 (4)

where N32 = EF3, This pair of forces is knawn in classical mechanics as a
couple and the quantity N32 as the moment of the couple, which has dimension
of force by length and my be a function of time.

There are nine possible combinations of force and arm directions, shown in
fig. 1, represented by the moment N.. of couple with forces in t'he x.

1) 1

direction and arm in the x. direction. When x. and x. are the same, the couple
J 1 J

is kno~ as a vector dipol or a couple without moment. AII the other couples
have nonzero moment, equivaIent to torque. If a general body force
representing a seismic source can be expressed as a linear combination of
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couples v í th moments li. '.'
1)

sum af the displacements caused by individual couples
then the displacement caused by this force is the

ľ1 .. *
1)

(5)

The set of n i ne terms H .. is known as the moment t ensor of the source,
1)

r-epresented by a matrix M with elements N." The full expression for uk in (5)
1)

can be found, for example, in the book of Aki and Richards (1980).

Mil
x)

Ml2

x)
MI)
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Fig. 1. Representation of the nine possible couples N." The subindexes i and
1)

j denote the directions of the force and the arm of the couple, respectively.
(From Aki and Richar-ds, 1980.)

The seismic moment tensor- was introduced by Gilbert (1970) to calculate the
displacement which can be expressed as a sum of moment tensor elements times
the corresponding Green' s funct ion. The 1ineari ty between the moment tensor
and Green's function elements was first used by Gilbert (1973) to calculate
moment tensor elements from observations, known as moment tensor inversion.
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The concept of seismic moment tensors was further extended by Backus and

t1ulcahy (1976) and Backus (1977a, b ) ,

A convenient description of seismic sources ls provided by considering them

as arising from deviations from the elastically predicted stress state. The

stress t erisor- í s divided into pur-e l y elastic part and inelastic part, which

Backus and Mulcahy (1976) called the stress glut. The physical source region

is characterized by the existence of the equivalent forces, arising as the

result cf differences between the model stress and the actual physical stress.

Outside the source region, the stress glut and the equivaIent forces vanish.

The displacement uk generated at a point x at the time t by a distribution

of equivalent body force densities [. within a source volume V is given by
1

Ce.g., Aki and Richards, 1980; Kennett, 1988; Jost and Herrmann, 1989)

00

JJGki(x,t;r,t) [i(r,r) dVdt,

-00 V
(6)

wher-e Gki(x,t;r,t ) are the Green's functions containing the propagation

effects between the source (r, tj and the receiver (x, tj. The Green's fun~tions

may be expanded in o. Tay Lor series (Stump and Johnson, 1977) about the point r

= f; as f0110ws

1

n=O
(7)Gki(x, t;r, t )

wher e the cornma between indices describes partial derivatives w í t h respect to

tne coordinates after tne comma. The location of the reference point would

normally be t he hypocent er for small sources, whereas for extended faulting an

improved representation is obtained by considering the centroid af the source.
Defining tne time dependent force moment tensor as

tJ. . . (t;, t
l) ... )

1 n
= f

v
(r. - t;. ) ... (r. -:-t;J') [i(r,t) dV,

Ji J 1 J n n
(8)
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the displacement can be wr í t t en as a sum of terms vh í ch resolve additional

detai ls of t he saurce, knovn a.s mul t í pl e expansion (e. g., Backus and Mulcahy,

1976; Stump and Johnson, 1977; Aki and Richards, 1980; Jost and Herrmann,

1989)

1

= L
n!

n=l

G,.. . Lx, t;t;,O) * N.. (~, tj,
r:i , Ji· .. J

n
1)1 ... -b (9)

where * denotes the temporal convolution.

In many applica'tíons a po i rit source approximation rnay be quite

satisfactory. Finite sources, ori the other hand, may be generated by direct

superposition of simple point sources. If the source dimensions are small in

comparison to the observed wavelengths of seismic waves, only the first term

in relation (9) needs to be considered, and then the displacement can be

written as

(10)

for t; = O. Assuming that a l I components of the time dependent seismic moment

tensor have the same time dependence s( t), the case knovn as synchronous

source (Silver and Jordan, 1982), the displacement can be expressed as

Cl1)

where set) is often cal led the saurce time function. Thus the displacement uk

is a linear function of the moment tensor elements and the terms in the square

brackets. If the so ur-ce time function is a delta function, the only term left

in the squar-e brackets is G, .. describing n ine generalized couples (e.g.,
Xl,)

Jost and Herrmann, 1989), shown in Fig. 1.

In general, the source moment tensor H af second arder, describing a

general dipolar source, has nine components

matrix in a given reference frame. It can

H .. and is represented as a 3x3
1)

be vr í t ten as (Ben-Menahem and

Singh, 1981)
1

M = 11 .. e.e .
LJ L J
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1
+ (21'111- 1'122- 1'133)e1e1

')

J

1 1
+ (21'1

22
- 1'1

33
- N

11
)e

2
e
2

-r- (21133- 1'1 - N
22

)e3e3
(12)

3 3
11

1 1
+ (1'132+ 112)(e3e2+ e2e3) + (1'132- 1123) (e3e2- e2e3)

2 2

1 1
+ UI

13
+- M31) (e1e3+ €3"\ ) + (1113- 1131)(e1e3- e3e1)

2 2

1 1
+ (M -I- t112)(e2e1+ e,e.) + (1'1

21
- ľ1

12
)(e

2
e
1

- e1e2),
2 21 1 '" 2

wher-e e. and e. are the unit vectors along the x. and x. di.rections. The first
1 ) 1 )

term on the right hand side of this equation describes a center of compression

and the successive terms describe three dipoles along the coordinate axes,

three double couples and three torques about the coordinate axes,

respectively. This is known as tne decomposition the or-em. The center of

cornpression comes from the isotropic part of the moment tensor, corresponding

to a volume change in the source. The remaining nine sources form the

deviatoric part o:f the moment tensor. This devíatoric part can be further

decomposed; a multitude of different decompositions are possible.

The conservation of angular momentum :for the equivalent forces leads to the

symmetry af the seismic moment tensor (Gilbert, 1970). If the moment tensor is

symmetric, theri ti.. N.. and the torques in equatíon (12) vanish. The
1) )1.

eigenvalues ml' m2, and m3 of a symmetrical second-order tensor are all real

and its eigenvectors a
1

,

equation (12) it follows

a2,

that

and a
3

are mutually

a moment tensor can be

orthogonal. Then f'r-orn

decomposed into an

isotropic part and three vector dipoles (Ben-Menahem and 51ngh, 1981; Jost and

Herrmann, 1989)

1 1
N = (ml + m2 + m3) I + (zm1

- m2
- m3)a1a1

3 3

1 1
+ (2m2

- m3 - ml )aZaZ
+ (2m3 - ml - m2)a3a3 ( 13)

3 3
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where I = o .. is the identity matr-I.x. The isotropic component of the sour-ce
1) I

mechanism corresponds to a vo~umetric change 'tlhichis often thought to be
associated with a phase transition expected to occur in the source of
deep-focus earthquakes.
implosive phase change

!1ost Irecent resul ts
can rather be ruled

show, however, that a sudden
out as the primary physical

mechanism for deep earthquakes (Kawakatsu, 1991). The source process of a
shallow earthquake, on the other hand, which occurred on May 14, 1985 off the
northern Mozambique, has been considered as a combinat ion of a normal faul t
ana a subsequent isotropic source (Banda and Yomogida, 1991).

Equation (13) may also be written in the form

1 1
+ - m1(2a1a1 - a2a2 - a3a3)

3
M

+ (14)

where 2a1al - a2aZ - a3a3 represents a compressional dipale af strength 2 in
the direction af the eigenvectar a1 and twa dilatatianal dipales each af unit
strength alang the "z and a3 axes. This type of saurce is known as a
comperisa.ted 1inear vectar dipole (CLVD). A general dipolar source wi th a
symmetric moment tensor, therefore, is equivalent to a center of compression
and th,ee mutually orthogonal campensated líi!ear vector dipoles. A compensated
linear vector dipole is equivalent to two dauble cauples since

(15)

and a double couple is given, for example, by a1a1 - a2a2.
Alternatively, a symmetric moment tensor can be decomposed into an

isotropic part and three double couples. Equation (13) can be written as

M
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1 1
+ 3 (m2 - m3)(a2a2 - a3a3) + ; (m3 - ml) (a3a3 - a1a1), ( 16)

which represents a center of compression and three double couples. Another

decomposition of a moment tensor is int.o an isotropic component and a major

and minor double couple introduced by Kanamori and Gi ven (1981). The major

couple seems to be t he best approximation af a general sei.smic saurce by a

double couple, since the direction of the principal axes of the moment tensor

remain unchanged (Jost and Her-r-mann, 1989). To construct the major double

couple, the eigenvector of the smallest eigenvalue Cin·the absolute sense) is

taken as the nul l axis, and it is assumed that the purely deviatoric
d

eigenvalues m, of the moment tensor
1

d
m.

1

ml + m2 + m3
m. -

1
(17 )

3

d d
are such that. Im31 '= Im21 '=
wri t ten as (Jost and Her-r-rnann ,

d
Imli.
1989)

Then the complete decomposi tion oan be

1
M = - (ml + m2 + m3) I

3

d d+ m3 (a3a3 - a2a2) + ml (alal - a2a2) , (18)

in which the second term represents the major double coup1e and the thi.rd t er-m

represents the mínor couple. A best double couple can be constructed in a

sirní lar way by replacing m~ by the average of the largest (in the absol ute

sense) two eígenvalues (Giardini, 1984).

Following Knopoff and Randa l l (1970) and Fitch et al. (1980), a moment

tensor can be decomposed into an isotropic part, a

dipole and a double couple. Assuming again that Im~1
(17) and that the same pr í nc ipa I stresses produce

compensated 1inear vector

~ Im;1 ~ Im~1 in re1atíon

the CLVD and the double

couple radiation, the fo11oHing clecomposition is obtained (Jost and Herrmann,

1989)
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1.
ci

M (m' + ID2 + m3) I + m
3

F (2a33.3 - '" ~ 8.
1

8.
1
)

3
1 -2--2

(19)

where F

I

I
~J.."•..~ 'fo .'\

,:....~...:+
• { .•Y, \;1'

r
!

Fig. 2. The compensated 1inear vect or- dipol e (CLVD), corresponding to 8.
uniaxial compression, and the double couple and the cor-r-erspond ing double
dipole system that gives the same radiation pattern as the double cou.ple.

Such a decomposition seems to be the most int er-es t ing one for sour-ce

studies of se í smí c events induced by mining.· The compensated 1 í near- vector

dipole, correspanding to a uniaxial compression, and tne double couple and the

corresponding doub l e dipole system that gives the same r-ad í at í on pattern as

the double couple are ahovn in Fig. 2. The CLVDsource was considered as a

model for sudden phase transitions in deep earthquakes (K...nopof'f' arid Randall,

1970), tens ile fail ure of rock in t he presence of high-pressure fl uids Uul í an

and Sipkin, 1985; Foulger, 1988), and source complexity (e. g., Frohlich et

al., 1989). The CLVDsource corresponding to a uniaxial compression could

possibly explain one of the mechanisms of pillar-associated seismic event s ,

observed in si tu in deep hard rock mí.nes in South Africa and reported by

Lenhardt and Hagan (1990). The ather reported mechanism could be explained by

a source composed of the CLVDanO. double couple components. The four possible

mechanisms af pillar-associated seismic event s at the Western Deep Levels gold

mine in South Africa are ahown in Fig. 3, reproduced f'r-orn Lenhardt and Haga.n

(1990) .
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"crush" "shear'"

"punch" "slmultaneous she ar"

Fig. 3. Four possible mechanisms of pillar-associated seismic events at the
Western Deep Levels gold mine, South Africa. (From Lenhardt and Hagan, 1990.)

3. Moment Tensor lnversion

There are various methods of inversion for moment tensor elements. The

inversion can be done in tne time or frequency domain, and different data can

be used aepar-at e Iy or in combination. The moment tensor inversion in the time

domain can be based on the formulation described by equation (11 ) (e. g.,

Gilbert, 1970; Stump and Johnson, 1977; Strelitz, 1978; Fitch et al. , 1980) .

If the source time function is not known or cannot be assessed or the

assumption of a synchronous source is not upheld, the frequency domaln

approach is chosen (e , g., Gi.lbert, 1973; Stump and Johnson, 1977; Kanamori and

Given, 1981). The displacement in the frequency dorna í n, corresponding to the

formulation in (11), can be written as

for each frequency f. Both approaches (11) and (20) lead to linear inversions

in the time or frequency dorna in , respectively, for which a number of fast

cornputational algori t.hns are avai lable (e . g., Lawson and Hanson, 1974; Press

(20)
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et: al., 1990).

Both equations e í t her- (11) or (20) can be vr-í t t en in a matr í x f'or-m

li ::.::G m, (21 )

In the time domaí n, the vec tor- u consists of n sampled va l ues of the obse r-ved

ground displacement at var ious stations, G is a n x 6 matrix containing t he

Green's functions calculated usíng an appropriate a.lgorithm and ear t h model,

and m = (Nll, H12' 1122' N13, l123, (133) í s a vect or- containing the s í x moment

tensor elements to be determined. In t he frequency dornaí n, equations (21) are

vr í t t en separately for each frequency. The vector u consists of real and

imaginary parts of the displacernent spectra, the matr í x G and tne vector m

contain real and imaginary parts as well, and ID contains also the transform of

the source time function of each moment tensor element. The details of solving

equations (21) for m are given by Aki and Richards (1980). A detailed

description of the procedure for r-eg í orial and local seismograms is given by

Oncescu (1986i. The applica.tion 01' moment-tensor inversi.on to microseismic

event s is described by O'Connell and Johnson (1988).

The first step in a moment tensor inversion is the data acquisition and

preprocessing. Data with good signal to noise ratio and that have a good

coverage of the focal sphere (see Satake, 1985) are essent.ial. High frequency

noise in the data is removed by law-pass filtering.

In the second step synthetic Green' s functions are calculated, taking into

account geological structure between the source and receiver, the location of

the point source, and the position of the receiver. The source time function

in equations (11) is often assumed to be a step function (Knopoff and Gilbert,

1959) 01' a ramp function (Haskell, 1964) and used in the inversion (e.g.,

Gilbert, 1970; Stump and Johnson, 1977; Dziewonski et al., 1981; Kanamori and

Given, 1981). Powerful wavef'or-m inversion methods are avaílable when source

time functions need ta be r-e cover-ed (e. g., Burdick and Mellman, 1976; \.Jallace

etal., 1981).

The third step is tne proper inversion - the solution of equations (21).

The inversion is usually formulated in terms af least squares problems (nor-m

L2; Gilbert and Buland, 1976; Mendiguren, 1977; Stump and Johnson, 1977),

though other norms (e.g., norm L1) can have advantages when less sensitivity

to grass er-r-or-s is required (e. g., Claerbout and Muir, 1973).
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The main difficulty in the moment tensor inversion is a proper calculation
of Green's functions for geologically complex media. The Green's function is
in general different for different displacement components and takes different
values for particular stations. The simplest approach in the time domain is to
use directly t he source radiation formulation for P, SV or SR waves. This
approach was used by Fi tch et e l . (1980) and Oe Natale et e l . (1987) and
others. A more rigorous approach is based on the method of matrix propagators
of Haskell-Thomson (Haskell, 1953), modified by Knopo:ff (1964) and Ounkin
(1965), and used in the frequency domain. Another method of evaluation of
Green's functions, especially valuable for highly complex structures including
possible lateral inhomogenei ties, is empirical one using Green' s functions
determined from observations and a known source. This relative moment tensor
determination was first proposed by Strelitz (1980) in a study of subevents of
complex deep-focus earthquakes. The method was extended by Oncescu (1986) to
individual small events recorded at a few stations.

If the focal depth is not known with sufficient precision, then a linear
inversion can be do ne for a number af trial depths. The most probable depth
will minimize the corresponding er-r-or- between observed and theoretical
wave:forms (e.g., Mendiguren, 1977; Patton and Aki, 1979; Sipkin, 1982).

It is convenient to characterize the moment tensor by its eigenvalues. This
can be done by a rotation of the moment tensor :from geographical coordinates
into its principal axes. Then the moment tensor can be wr í t t en in the d í a.gonal
f'orm

i1 ..
1)

m.<5 ..
1 1)

(22)

where m. are the eigenvalues of M and the Kronecker delta o .. = 1 for i j
1 1)

and O .. = O for oF j. For a general moment tensor a11 eigenvalues m. are
1) 1

different. Seismic sources with no volume change can be obtained by
constraining the moment tensor to have zero trace

tr M O, (23)

or in a more general form

tf' M O. (24)
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The sum of the d í agona l elements of the moment tensor d i v ided by 3 is a
measure of the volume change associated \-liththe source.

It can be readi ly shovn that for the moment tensor of the double-couple
source, one principal value of i{ must vanish which means that the determinant
det M must also vanish

det N (25)o,

or in a genera1 form

det ti o. (26)

The vanishing of det i1 and t r- M are therefore necessary and sufficient
conditions for a double-coup1e source.

In the more general case, the eigenval ues of the moment tensor M can be
readily found, f0110wing for examp1e Kennett (1988). Any isotropic component
is removed by br í ng í ng the trace to zel-O, s í mply by modifying the diagonal
elements of the original moment tensor

1'1'..
L)

(27)N ..
1)

3
t r- 11 (5 ..

1)

The diagonalization of this new tensor M' results in a cubic equation for its
eigenvalues m

m3 - Km - det M' o, (28)

where

K

If det M' O, the solutions of equation (28) are

m o, -1/2-K ; (29)

tf det M' * O, the solutions are
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m q cose, q cosCe + 2rr/3) , q cosCe + 4rr/3) , (30)

Hhere

q e
1 [ 3 det M' ].
-3 cos-1

Kq

The principal directions may be :found by sol ving the f'oll.owing equations for
the components of the eigenvector a

- m " .. la .
1) J

o. ( 31)

If the trace of the original tensor M is non-zero, then (1/3) tI' M has to be
added to each eigenvalue.

The non-isotropic constraint of zero trace on the moment tensor is linear,
Hhereas for double-couple sources the constraint o:f zero determinant on the
moment tensor is nonl inear. To 501 ve the 1inear system o:f equat ions (21) under
these constraints, the method of Lagrange multipliers is used (Strelitz, 1980;
Oncescu, 1986). The system must be solved iteratively until the determinant
det M and the trace tI' M converge to zero. The scalar seismic moment N can be

o
corresponding to a double-coupledetermined :from a given moment tensor,

source, by

1
No ( I ml I + I mZI i.

2
(32)

whe re ml and "z are the largest eigenvalues in the absolute sense. The seismic
moment can equivalently be estimated by the :following relations (Silver and
Jordan, 1982)

N
o

1/2

(33)
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After the recovery of moment tensor, the deviation of the solution from the
pure double-couple model can be evaluated from the ratio (Dzie~onski et al.,

1981)

dlm Imin
E = (34)

where imdl . is the smallest and Imdl is the largest dev í ator í c eigenvaluemln max
in the absolute sense. The values of this rat í o can range from O for a pure
double-couple source to 0.5 for a pure compensated Iinear vector dipole.
Alternatively, the ratio E can be expres sed in percentages of CLVD by
multiplying E by 200. The percentage of a pure double couple is 100(1 - 2e).
The variation o:f e against seismic moment and earthquake space distribution
was studied by Dziewonski and Woodhouse (1983) and Giardini (1984).

Silver and Jordan (1982) have developed a method for the estimation of the
isotropic and deviatoric components of the moment t ensor , introducing the
isotropic, deviatoric and total scalar seismic moments. Graphical methods have
been recently suggested for identifying non-double-couple moment-tensor
components (Pearce e t al., 1988; Hudson et al., 1989; Riedesal and Jordan,
1989). A method for the exact mapping of error bounds on seismic waveforms
into bounds on certain moment-tensor properties was presented by Vasco
(1990). The properties are the three invariants o:f the moment tensor: the
trace, the determinant, and the sum of t he determinants o:f the diagonal
minors. Finding upper and lower bounds on these unique coordinate-free
invariants allows to determine if significant volume change is associated with
the source or if a non-double-couple mechanism is needed to satisfy the data.
Furthermore, the range o:f models that fit the data is an indication of how
well constrained the source properties are.

In general, moment tensor inversions involve two major assumptions. First,
it is assumed that the earthquake may be treated as a point source :fora given
frequency of seismic waves; second, that the e:ffect of the earth structure on
the seismic waves is properly modeled. If the earthquake cannot be represented
as a point source or the assumed model of structure is incorrect, the apparent
moment tensor may contain a large non-double-couple component, even if the
source mechanism is a double couple (Strelitz, 1978; Barker and Langston,
1982). Increasing the complexity of the source structure model, írnproving the
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azimuth coverage, and leav í ng the time function free to compensate for the
deficienees of the Greeen's functions decrease the s í ze of the non-double-
eouple eomponent (Johnston and Langston, 1984).

4. Investigations of Local Seismic Events

Moment tensor inversions have been routinely performed for several years by
the U. S. Ceolog í cal Survey. Centroid-moment tensor solutions (simultaneous
inversion of the waveform data for the hypocentra1 parameters of the best
point source and for the six independent elements of the moment tensor) are
regularly published by the Harvard University group for a11 1arger earthquakes
recorded at teleseismic distances.

The app1ieation of a moment tensor inversion technique, however, to loeal
events is a re1ative1y reeent innovation. Saikia and Her-r mann (1985, 1986)
used this technique for the interpretation of the observed body wave
amplitud.es at loeal distanees for two aftershocks of the 1982 Miramichi,
Canada, earthquake and three 1982 Arkansas, USA, swarm earthquakes. Oncescu
(1986) used a simple and effieient method for relative moment tensor
determinat ion of 95 intermediate depth small earthquakes from the Vrancea
region, Romania, reeorded by a loeal seismie network. A moment tensor
inversion was performed by De Natale et al. (1987) for ten small volcanic
events f'r om the Campi Flegrei in Italy. O'Connell and Johnson (1988) made
moment tensor inversions in the frequeney domain for three mieroearthquakes
from The Geysers geothermal field in California.

Most reeently, Ebel and Bonjer (1990) performed moment tensor inversion of
small earthquakes, with magnitudes from 0.5 to 2.2, in southwestern Germany
and confirmed that direct P- and S-wave amplitudes can be inverted for the
source foca1 mechanism. Koch (1991a) examined two methods for moment tensor
inversion of waveform data for applicability to high-frequency near-source
data. An algorithm was developed for near-source data, in which a
stabilization procedure was introduced. 80th methods, one in the time domain
and one in the frequency domain, a1low the retrieval of the eomplete
time-dependent moment tensor. The technique was applied to eight aftershocks
of the May 1980 Mammoth Lakes earthquakes (Koch, 1991b). Ohtsu (1991) applied
moment tensor ana1ysis to acoustic emission recorded during an in-situ
hydrofracturing test. He used moment tensor components to classify eraek types
and to determine crack orientations.
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5. Investigations' cf Seismicit.y Induced by Mining

A f'e w vor-ks on l y nave bee n pub l t ehe d t hat are related to the use of' moment

tensor inversion in studies of the sour-ce mechanism of seismic event.s induced

by mining. Spot t Lswoode (1984) has studied the focal mechanism cf 11 mine

tremors at Blyvoor-uí t z icht go l d mine, South Africa, in t he frequency domain ,

and he found that the data wer-e consistent \.-lith zero vol urne change in t he

seismic source area and ver e then ínt.er-pr-eted as shear fa.ilures on plane

striking parallel to the advancing face or to either of t wo d í kes cutting

across the faee.

E

1011 1012

-m3(N.m}

L

E

Fig. 4. Relation between the major and minor principal values of the moment
tensor for 15 seismic events that occurred on January 29, 1986 during a large
outburst at the Sunagawa coa1 mine, lapan. Solid circ1es indicate non-double-
couple events. (From Sato and Fujii, 1989.)

Sato and Fujii (1989) have studied the source mechanism of a 1ar·ge-scale

gas outburst at Sunagawa caal mine in Japan, which occurred in January 1986.

They used a new method to evaluate the moment tensor in the frequency domain
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and app l í ed H to 15 seismic event s recorded by the mine under gr-ound seismic

networ-k. The pr-ocedur-e consists of' two steps. In the first step an iterative

least squares method was used to determine the quality factor Q (representing

attenuation and scattering effects) and the appar-erit seismic moment for each

record from the P-wave displacement spectrum in the frequency range from 4. 9

to 48.8 Hz. In tne second step, once the apparent seismic moment had been

calculated for each station, the moment tensor was determined from simple

r-eIat í ons between the appar-ent seismic moment and the moment tensor, taking

int o account the geometrical spreading, free-surface effect, and direction

cosines. Dut of 15 studied tremors associated with the outburst, 12 seismic

events could be interpreted in terms of a double-couple focal mechanism (see

Fig. 4). In contrast to these results, the moment tensor inversion performed

on the abservations fram two small seísmic events at Horonai coal mine in

Japan has ShO\ffithat they are non-double-couple events (Fujii and Sato, 1990).
The tr·emors 'dere associated with l crigwal I mining and were located in the

vicinity of the longwall face.

se.A.LE 1. 2500

9230
o
o
ID
co

11
>-

Fig. 5. Location af the maiD seismic event (marked by a large double triangle)
and two aftershocks (small double t r iang l es l in a vertical dyke (shaded area) ,
which occurred on Apri 1 9, 1991 at the Western Deep Levels gold mine, South
Africa. Their source is characterized by large isotropic components.
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The Integrated Seismic System (ISS) recently introduced in the We1kom gold
m in í ng district in South Afr ica CMenctecki, 1990; Hendeck í et al., 1990)

inc1udes a software package which ca1cu1ates a11 components of the higher
order moment tensor. Ca1culations are done in t he f'requency domain using
maximum entropy method for tne inversion (Brawn, 1989). The use of higher than
second order moment tensors permi ts to assess a number of source propert ies,
besides those pr-ov í ded by the inversion of a standard second or-der-. moment
tensor, such as the direction of the rupture propagation, the rupture
velocity, duration and size, and the source geometry, in terms af the
orientation cf the plane of rupture and overall shape af the source. Althcugh
a few examples of the higher moment tensor inversions for mine tremors vere
given by Mendecki (1990), no systematic studies of this complex problem have
been published so far.

Inversions of a standard second order moment tensor are routinely performed
w it.hin the ISS Welkom system at Western Deep Levels gold mine in South Africa,
though the results are not readily available in the professional literature.
Moment tensor inversions for three seismic event s with volume sources, which
occurred within a dyke on April 9,1991, provide good examples to illustrate
the kind of information becoming avai lable from moment tensor analyses. The
main event with moment magnitude H 2.1 occurred at 07h09m and two
aftershocks with the same moment magni tude H 1.8 occurred at 09h24 m and
12h27m, respectively. Their location in a dyke is shown in Fig. 5, elaborated
by H. Aswegen from Western Deep Levels mine. The dyke is vertical and strikes
EW. The reef being mined is planar and dips 16 degrees easterly. The main
event created intense but highly localized damage, and the dyke "exploded".
The routine moment tensor inversion provided the following results (in a
diagona1ized form in coordinate system defined by eigenvectors):

MOMENT TENSOR ISOTROPIC CLVD DC

[
0.14 0.00
0.00 -0.06
0.00 0.00

O. 00] [1 O O] [-1 O0.00 =0.494 O 1 O +0.355 0-1
1.41 O O 1 O ° ~]

with the largest isotropic component corresponding to extension and the
smallest double-couple (DC) component.

Two aftershocks occurred a1so in the dyke. Damage during the first
aftershock was more wide-spread than that during the main event, but it was
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less intense. The moment tensor inversion shows more shear than volume change
corresponding this time to contraction:

MOMENT TENSOR ISOTROPIC CLVD DC

[
-0.44 0.00
0.00 -1.13
0.00 0.00

0.00-] [1 O O] [-1 O0.00 =-0.281 O 10+0.162 0-1
0.73 O O 1 O O

O
-1

O ~]
The third event caused no apparent damage and is characterized by even larger
double-couple component and smaller volume change corresponding to extension:

MOMENT TENSOR ISOTROPIC CLVD DC

[
0.15
0.00
0.00

0.00
-0.66

0.00
0.00] [1 O0.00 =0.241 O 1
1. 21 O O ~]

Wiejacz (1991) has studied the source mechanism of 60 small seismic events
11 12Cin the seismic moment range 10 - 10 N·rn ) at Rudna copper mine in the

Lubin mining district in Poland, which occurred in 1990 and 1991. He performed
the moment tensor inversion in the time dorna í n using the first motion
amplitudes and signs of Pand' the amplitudes of SV waves recorded by the mine
underground network composed of over 20 vertical seismometers.

Wiejacz (1991), before performing the inversion on real observations,
carried out a number of numerical tests to check his algorithm. These tests
are highly informatíve and I have selected afew examples to illustrate the
problems involved in focal mechanism studies. Three solutions general
six-free-component moment tensor, constrained moment tensor with no vo1ume
changes, and constrained moment tensor corresponding to double couple - were
sought for a fixed network composed of 24 stations with exact synthetic
observations, for the same network with observations disturbed by 10% noise
generated by random numbers, and for the network with randomly distributed
stations and 10% random noise in the observations. The results of a numerical
test for a purely explosional source are shown in Fig. 6. They are rather
obvious and only last two solutions are of some interest, as they show that a
poor focal sphere coverage may lead even to a not-too-bad-looking
double-couple solution of the explosional source.

The nine solutions from the numerical test for a CLVD source, correspondíng
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to vertical compression, are shown in Fig. 7. Once again, the double-couple

solutions corresponding to nor mal faul ting look rather good, with a few

inconsistent observations only, but they are entirely unstable showing a wide

r ange of possible distributions of nodal planes for the three considered

cases. AII the nine solutions 10r a shear source corresponding to dip-slip

reverse faul ting, shown in Fig. 8, are practically identical. The isotropic

and CLVDcomponents contribute no more than about 1% to the total solution.

The nine solutions from the moment tensor í nver-s í on for a seismic source

composed of the double couple (dip-slip reverse f'au l t ), 10% CLVDand 10%

explosional components are shown in Fig. 9. The unconstrained solutions ShOH

8% of exp1osional components. The solutions for a general deviatoric source

have from 5 to 9% of CLVDcomponents, whereas the double-couple solutions are

highly stable and we11 constrained. This test shows how difficult it is to

detect the non-double-couple components when they are relatively srnall and the

doub1e-couple sources are dominant.

The horizontal distribution of selected seismic events and seismic stations

atRudna copper mine, selected by Wiejacz (1991) for the moment tensor

í nver-s í on. í s shown in Fig. 10. The time-independent solutions were obtained

for a general six-free-component moment tensor, constrained solutions

corresponding to sources without volume changes, and constrained solutions

corresponding to doub1e-couple sources. Examples of such solutions for 10

selected events are shown in Fig. 11. In general, the solutions that are well

constrained by observations (good coverage of the foca1 sphere) have dominant

shear components, though occasionally the isotropic component (showing both

extension and contraction) could be as large as 25 per-cent of the mechanism.

The CLVDcomponerit corresponds to uniaxia1 compression in a l I cases and is

usua1ly larger than the isotropic component.

Fig. 6. Numerical test o:f the moment tensor inversion :for an expolosional
source; a lower hemisphere equal-area projection is used. Shaded areas
represent the regions o:f up motion for P waves (individual observations marked
by +) and unfilled areas represent the regions o:f down motion (observations
marked by -). Three solutions were sought for a fixed network composed of 24
stations with exact synthetic observations, :for the same network with
observations disturbed by 10% noise generated by random numbers, and for the
network with randomly distributed stations and 10% random noise in the
observations (solutions are shown in three horizontal rows). These three
solutions are: for a general six-free-component moment tensor, for a
constrained moment tensor corresponding to sources with no volume changes, and
for a constrained moment tensor corresponding to double couple sources; they
are shown in three vertical columns. (From Wiejacz, 1991.)
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Fig. 10. Horizontal distribution of selected seismic event s which occurred in
1991 (marked by starsJ and seismic stations used for the moment tensor
inversion (open trianglesJ at Rudna copper mine, Poland. (From Wiejacz, 1991. J
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Fig. 11. Nodal lines deduced from moment tensor í nver s í on for 10 seleeted
seismie events whieh oeeurred in 1991 at Rudna eopper mine, Poland. Three
solutions are shown for eaeh event: (a) for a general six-free-eomponent
moment tensor, (b) for a cons t r-a í ned moment tensor corresponding to sources
with no volume ehanges, and (e) for a eonstrained moment tensor eorresponding
to double-eouple sourees. (From Wiejacz, 1991.)
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Another case of' the applica.tion of moment ťensor inversion to study the
mode of f'a i lur-e of small seismic events induced by mining was recent ly

reported by Feignier and Young (1992). They studied 33 microevents Cin the
-4<l1<-2 moment ma.gnituderange) induced by drilling a.tunnel at 420 m depth in
the Canadian shield granite at the Underground Research Laboratory in Pinawa,
Ha.nitoba..From the moment tensor inversion they obtained the ratio of
isotropic to deviatoric components and they found a.number of explosional and
implosiona.l sources. Furthermore, the location of events displaying
extensiona.l components corresponded to a brea.koutobserved in the roof of the
tunnel. AIthough they also found a number- of purely devia.toric sources, no
attempt wasmade to decompose the deviatoric moment tensors into, for example,
the CLVD and double-couple components. Thus the presence of purely shear
seismic events could not be detected.

Most recently, McGarr (1992) reported three tremors in the magnitude range
from 2.1 to 3.4, recorded in early 1988 on the surface and at an underground
station in one of the major gold mines in South Africa, with seismic moment
tensors having substantial implosiona.l cornponents. In the mines generating
these tremors the subhorizonta.l tabular ore bodies are offset Ctypically by
several hundred meters) by major faults. Mining in the vicinity of the faults
st í mulates seismicity resulting in renewed fault slip as well as excavation
closure, which manifests as a. volumetric contribution to seismic moment
tensors.

7. Conclusions
Moment tensor inversion, as long as the seismic source can be considered as

a point source, is probably the best approach to study the mode of failure of
seismic events induced by mining. The immediate proximi ty of openings in
underground mines creates favorable conditions for generation of nón-shearing
seismic events, especially in the stope area. Decomposition of a moment tensor
into an isotropic part corresponding to volumetric changes, a compensated
linear vector dipole corresponding to a uniaxial compression, and a double
couple corresponding to shearing seems to be the most interesting one for
source studies in mines, especially where pillar-associated seismicevents are
observed. It should be noted, however, that relatively smal~ non-shearihg
components of the source mechanism are difficult to detect; the dominant shear
component leading to well-constrained classical double-couple solutions.
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